Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding:
Is Device Choice the Most Important Component
of Successful, Safe Weight Loss with this
Operation?
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banding.

experience of readers of this column mirrors mine, the following scenario will seem very familiar.

In the United States (US), we now have two competing LAGBs that have Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approval. Both devices are manufactured by large, respected corporations. Each banding option has
a long history of technological development that has been based on rigorous scientific principles and
research in the laboratory as well as in the clinical setting. Both bands, in truth, in response to outcomes,
have evolved to be much more similar than they are different.

Despite the relative parity in band capability, on almost a daily basis, I am urged to choose “the winner”
among these competitive band models so as to ensure the “best success,” or to “prevent disaster,” for my
patients. The real message being delivered, though not overtly stated, is that my patients’ success or
failure depends much more on which band I choose for them, than on how I perform the device
implantation or manage these patients clinically after implantation.

I have had the opportunity to evaluate extensively both bands through participation in both of the bands’
respective FDA approval trials, as well as to lead the development of a review of the world literature in a
metaanalytic analysis describing the historical performance of these bands [1]. The facts are as follows:
1) We can consistently expect when using either of the two leading LAGBs that the patients will, on
average, achieve a 50% excess weight loss and will resolve or significantly improve their core associated
illnesses; 2) the rates of erosion, slippage/pouch dilation, and device failure have all improved over time
and are presently at tolerable levels; 3) though differences exist, the device performances overall are
superior and support the continued use of this technology to achieve weight loss; 4) individual patients
using the “latest band designs” still experience variable outcomes and failure; 5) individual programs
continue to report highly variable outcomes; 6) there are no reports of “salvage” or “recovery of weight
loss” by crossing over to the alternate band after a prior band failure; and 7) patient management and
support appear to be critical for consistent long term success.

In summary, as it stands today, the central component that appears to be limiting our patients’ optimal
success is not the intervariability of the devices being used, but rather, a failure to consistently apply
appropriate algorithms for patient selection and patient support when using these devices. Therefore, it is
incumbent that as physicians, we understand our role and responsibilities in achieving and maintaining
excellent clinical outcomes for our patients. Aside from the patient, we are the most essential component
in this relationship.

As surgeons, we must orient our patient care processes to select, educate, treat, and maintain each of our
patients for a lifetime, rather than limit the assessment of our goals to a period of months or years. In this
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model, we, the patient, and our support team are the most important elements in the equation for
success, not a specific medical device.

The relative contribution of differences in the specific LAGBs to our patients’ outcomes is extremely small
compared to how we manage these devices after implantation. When we “partner” with a manufacturer by
choosing a specific device in this category, the measure of the best device should be the system that
delivers the infrastructure or package that best assists our practice in achieving and maintaining our
patients’ longterm weight loss goals. Inherent in this relationship should be the mutual understanding
that the device is secondary to the process of achieving premier outcomes for our patients.
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